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Assange Team Member Allegedly Confirms Seth Rich
Behind 2016 DNC Data Leak

YouTube
Seth Rich

Lindsay Jones reports that Julian Assange’s
team has confirmed the leaked DNC data
published by WikiLeaks in 2016 were
provided by DNC employee Seth Rich. Jones
told Emerald Robinson, “They confided in
me that it was Seth Rich that leaked the
leaked the DNC information, which
completely contradicts the Mueller report
which said it was a Russian hacker leak.”

A federal judge last month ordered the FBI
to release of the contents of Rich’s laptop to
Attorney Ty Clevenger. Clevenger told
Emerald Robinson, “They’ve admitted that
they have the actual work laptop that he
used at the DNC, and for a variety of
reasons we think that there’s data on that
work laptop that would show that the emails
that were later published by Wikileaks were
actually on that laptop at one time.”

Rich was murdered on July 10, 2016 while walking home. Rich’s murder is reported to be the result of a
robbery attempt, although nothing was taken. Rich’s mother told reporters, “His hands were bruised,
his knees are bruised, his face is bruised, and yet he had two shots to his back, and yet they never took
anything.”
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